THE TRANSFER OF TRAINING
which narrow experiment may miss. But wide observation
is open to many more sources of error, fallacies of material,
and bias of judgment. And narrow experiment is ever
widening. Experiment will have the last word, but its final
verdict may not be its present dictum
Anyhow, certain conclusions seem forced upon the
acceptance of the educator. Transfer of training appears,
to put it cautiously, to be much less certain and of much
narrower spread than once was believed1 Subjects of
instruction will not therefore be included in the curriculum
lightheartedly on the formal " discipline of the mind"
argument. Other things being reasonably equal, useful
subjects will have the preference. On the other hand,
" useful" subjects have a trick of being subjects which
anybody can do. Much as it may arouse the antagonism
of friends and colleagues, I feel compelled by intellectual
honesty to say that almost any girl can learn to cook, or
to do school botany, while only few girls can do mathe-
matics or Latin. I think a much stronger case for the
inclusion of those latter subjects could be made out on the
lines of their efficiency as selective agencies for finding
intelligence, than on their training powers. Why not
reverse a common argument ? and say, since we must give
intelligent tests, let us give tests which are also training the
child in something useful in itself. Such an intelligence
test is formed by a year's course in mathematics, or Latin ;
and the material incidentally learned, though not perhaps
so useful as cookery or stenography, is not altogether
useless in some circumstances-
Joking apart, it is certain that if any portion of the
1 According to one writer at least, this has been the salvation of the
schools. After remarking on the comparative laxity, in comparison
with business practice, which is shown by the schools in matters such
as punctuality, regularity of attendance, and so on, he adds: " Let it
be fully recognized by the teachet that only the fact that there is httle
transfer of training between the schoolroom and the office, factory or
field, prevents his methods from proving a lifelong handicap to his
students in their struggle for a living" (William R. Wilson in School
and Soaety, February 9, 1924)
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